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 NET and/or Advance Steel interface are both grayed out. I have provided the codes for both of these installations below.
C:\Program Files (x86)\Advanced Steel Software\1.2.2.0\Advanced Steel.NET.exe C:\Program Files (x86)\Advanced Steel
Software\1.2.2.0\Advanced Steel Interface.exe I have not been able to find any configuration/installation file that would be
affecting these buttons, but there are no error messages that would indicate one. The.NET version is installed and working

properly. I can run the.exe with no problems. A: The following link has information for AutoCAD 2012 SP1: The information
is specific to MS Windows XP. Q: Convert a 1D array of strings to a 2D array of ints I'm trying to convert a 1D array of strings
to a 2D array of ints. So I have something like the following: var input = new[] {"1,2,3", "4,5,6", "7,8,9"}; var result = new[] { {
1, 2, 3 }, { 4, 5, 6 }, { 7, 8, 9 } }; I'm trying to figure out how to convert input to result using LINQ. I know how to convert from
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a 2D to a 1D array, and I know how to convert from a 1D to a 2D array, but I can't figure out how to do both. You can try: var
result = input.Select((x, i) => i % 2 == 0? x : int.MaxValue).ToArray(); Or for dynamic string[] input = { "1,2,3", "4,5,6",

"7,8,9" }; object[][] result = input.Select((x, i) => i % 2 == 0? string.Join(", ", x.Split(',')) : x).ToArray(); As for why you get
incorrect values it is because of the following: 1st line is just a simple filtering with ElementAt which will return first element if

it satisfies the condition 82157476af
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